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Opinion of Richard Baird. Vespers is a premium coffee brand that aims to bring together the best of two worlds, a mixture of 100% Arabica coffee beans from the high-altitude plantations of Colombia and a Swedish eye for its quality and craftsmanship in its roasting. This encounter is visually articulated through the
contrast type, color and pattern in the packaging of Vespers, developed by Stockholm Design Lab. A-TO-B is a retail destination dedicated to everything you travel. Curate and sell smart practical products for the modern traveler, complemented by knowledge and advice. Whether it's a trip around the world or the
commute, a preference for small private labels or well-known handbag brands, A-TO-B has you covered. Venue Retail Group, owners of A-TO-B and more than 150 footwear, bag and accessories stores in Denmark, Finland, Iceland, Norway and Sweden), approached Stockholm Design Lab to work on the denomination,
strategy and graphic identity, and to develop a refreshing new retail experience. Although this project was carried out towards the end of last year, Stockholm Design Lab has been kindly in touch with new images. These document the extent of the project, include product card sockets, packaging, tote bags, posters and
swing labels, and take a better look at the adaptive system linking them. Read Richard Baird's Opinion article. Panini Internazionale began life as a small deli in 1990 and has since grown into a fast food chain with 19 locations in and around stockholm, Sweden. Panini Internazionale offers healthy foods of good quality
quickly and conveniently, is a family business, and has a brand identity and name treatment developed by Stockholm Design Lab. This included logo, logo and patterns on menus, coffee cups, signage and packaging. Continue reading this article Stockholm Design Laboratory Letters → Learn more about Lab Grotesque
Gef-llt mirGef-llt dirStadsgárden 6, 116 45 Stockholm, Schweden Design und ModeAlle ansehenSeitentransparenzFacebook liefert Informationen, mit denen du die Intention von Seiten besser verstehst. Hier erf-hrst du mehr zu den Personen, die die Seiten verwalten und Beitr-ge darin posten. Alle ansehen A book on
the creative process and design of... Driven by simple and remarkable ideas Stockholm Design Lab (SDL) has been transforming brands as one of the world's leading forward-looking design agencies. From developing visual identities to defining creative approaches to today's largest brands, his works are as diverse as
they are different delicious to capture hearts in all walks of life. To celebrate its 21st year in the industry, SDL has developed a special monograph with more than 500,500 exclusive information about your creative inspiration, processes and portfolio. Categorized by industry, the book's contents include behind-the-scenes
anecdotes, mock-ups and never-before-seen images; serving as a valuable source of reference and reflection for designers of any level. Work About Contact News Lab Explore Stockholm Design Lab transforms brands and businesses with simple and remarkable ideas. Ideas.
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